Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The micro-angioarchitecture of a tissue is a major parameter underlying its functional properties in terms of oxygen supply, nutrient and drug delivery. Underdeveloped or occluded vascular trees can fail in this goal^[@CR1]^, but insufficient supply can also be observed in hypervascularized tumor tissues. There, uncontrolled angiogenesis, together with other mechanisms^[@CR2]^, can cause abnormal vascular growth of dysfunctional vessels^[@CR3]^ reducing local blood fluxes to marginal speeds and fostering hypoxic conditions^[@CR4]^. Thus, the development of methods able to quantify vascular trees and their anomalies appears to be of pivotal importance for a better understanding of the neovascularization process in cancer and for the evaluation of vascular-targeted therapies. Unfortunately, it is usually hardly possible to take into consideration all the details that characterize a tissue angioarchitecture without losing the possibility to perform a concise and meaningful description.

In the past, the classical approach focalized on each single vessel idealized as a tube connecting 2 nodes (i.e. branching points) from which daughter vessels branch to reach other destinations. Based on these "objects", the amounts, lengths, calibers, tortuosities and branching of vessels in a vascular tree could be calculated as statistical parameters and eventually correlated with specific physio-pathological states of the analyzed tissue^[@CR5]--[@CR7]^. With the onset of the digital revolution, the focus switched from vessels to pixels, or voxels, representing vascular tubes. In addition, this shift promoted the analysis of vascular structures as a whole, trying to keep trace of the structural and space-filling information coded into the spatial arrangement of vessels and capillaries by means of connected voxels.

In this context, a certain attention was addressed to the fractal aspects of vascularization^[@CR8]^. The fractal concept provides the theoretical basis to define the fractal dimension of an object that does not completely fill the surrounding space/volume^[@CR9]^. In an angioarchitecture, the fractal dimension allows to define the space-filling value of a defined vascular tree as an intermediate dimension between a flat surface (D = 2) and the volume of a solid object (D = 3)^[@CR10]^ and thus promises to classify vascular trees. Unfortunately, a single value can hardly discriminate among the arrangement of microvessels with different calibers and the complex relationship and intertwisting in which they could evolve. Thus, fractal dimension is usually considered only one of the parameters concurring to the definition of the multifaceted vascular arrangements observed in neoplastic tissues.

In recent years, technological improvements have allowed the study of human tumor vasculature by different imaging techniques, including magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) (see^[@CR11]^ and references therein) and acoustic angiography^[@CR12]^. MRA permits the quantitative, statistical assessment of parameters such as vessel number, vessel radius, and vessel tortuosity. However, MRA image acquisition precludes the resolution of microvessels smaller than 0.5 mm in diameter. A better resolution can be achieved by acoustic angiography that can be used to define the spatial coordinates occupied by individual vessels, thus allowing the quantification of vascular tortuosity metrics for early tumor detection and evaluation of the changes in the vascular microenvironment during tumor progression^[@CR13]--[@CR15]^. However, also in this case, the resolution of contrast-enhanced images of superficial microvasculature (\~150 μm) does not allow the analysis of capillaries or neoangiogenic sprouts.

Thus, the absence of an easily-understandable, concise, yet multifaceted picture of a microvascular status contrasts with the need of quantifying the results obtained upon pharmacological aggression of a tumor^[@CR16]^ or the advantage of monitoring the progresses of vascular-targeted therapies^[@CR17]^. To cope with these problems, we tried previously a different 3D approach based on the calculation of the amounts and spatial dispersion of caliber-classified tumor microvessels detected by sulfo-biotin stainining of human tumor xenografts in mice that successfully revealed specific differences following vascular-targeted therapies^[@CR18]^. However, like fractal analysis, our approach failed to define a limited set of parameters useful to compare angioarchitectures by statistical analysis.

Here, in a reiterated attempt to attain this goal, we investigated the spatial relationships among the different classes of vessels of decreasing calibers composing the vascular tree. In this new approach, we considered the vascular tree as a whole rather than restricting the analysis to independent caliber-filtered classes of vessels. Image analysis of the functional microvascular network of human multiple myeloma KMS-11 xenografts in NOD/SCID mice showed that amounts, spatial dispersion and spatial relationships of adjacent classes of caliber-filtered microvessels provide a near-linear graphical "fingerprint" for a given micro-angioarchitecture. Position, slope and axial projections of this graphical outcome reflect biological features and summarize the properties of tumor micro-angioarchitecture in the absence and in the presence of vascular-targeted treatments.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Analysis of spatial relationships among adjacent classes of caliber-filtered microvessels {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In our previous work^[@CR18]^, we quantified the sulfo-biotin-stained vasculature of human multiple myeloma KMS-11 xenografts by a 3D approach based on amounts and spatial dispersion of caliber-classified microvessels taking into consideration the fluorescent signal upon subdivision of vessels according to their approximated caliber (i.e. their minimal projected cross-section area). This approach focused on the amounts and dispersion of each class of vessels but totally disregarded their relationships with the surrounding vessels with different calibers, in particular those having immediately lower calibers. In order to take into consideration this information, in the present study we re-constructed partial vascular trees of the same tumor grafts by cumulating image stacks of individual classes of vessels starting from large vessels and summing, step by step, binary signals classified by progressively lower cross-sections (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In order to highlight the differences between the two approaches, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} provides an explanation of the procedure using a set of images similar to that used in our previous work^[@CR18]^. Practically, we started with binary signals from vessels with the largest cross sections area (75--37 µm^2^) (Fig. [2B](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and, one at a time, we added them the binary signals from the six remaining classes of smaller vessels, ordered by decreasing vascular cross-section values (Fig. [2C--G](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This generates progressively cumulated vascular arrangements until obtaining the whole vascular tree (Fig. [2B--H\*](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Last point H\* being not shown.Figure 1Schematic overview of the data analysis process. Steps enclosed in the bold line were previously described^[@CR18]^.Figure 2Example of cumulated microvascular images from caliber-filtered classes of identified vessels. Image A renders an 8-bit stack representing a complete vascular bed from an untreated KMS-11 tumor. Panel B is the rendering of that same image stack showing only vessels with the largest cross-section area considered (75--37 µm^2^). Panels C to G are renderings of image stacks showing vessels with cross-sections lower than 37 µm^2^ as listed across the top of the figure. Panels C\* to G\* are renderings of image stacks obtained after sequential, cumulated addition to B of vessels showing lower projected cross-sections classified in descending order (**C**--**G**). Thus, C\* to G\* images group vessels from more than a single vascular class *e*.*g*. B + C = C\*, C\* + D = D\*. Vascular components were arbitrarily color-coded as large (75--19 µm^2^; red), medium (19--4.7 µm^2^; green), and small (4.7-1.2 µm^2^; cyan). Yellow arrows in A point to vessels with cross-section larger than 75 um^2^ and thus too big to be taken into account. Panels A to G were obtained from a previous publication^[@CR18]^ and are reported to highlight the differences between the two analyses. A last couple of panels, H (1.2--0 µm^2^) and H\* is not shown.

These cumulated vascular arrangements were then analyzed for the percent amount of identified vascular signals (% vascular voxels/total voxels) as well as for signal dispersion in the volume. In order to obtain this last parameter, starting from the input vessels, we calculated the number of cycles of expansion needed to fill at least 95% of the volume (nHv~95%~ value) according to mathematical morphology rules and to a rhombicuboctahedral expansion scheme. This approach, related to the calculation of the map of euclidean distances^[@CR19]^, was performed using a custom ImageJ plugin we previously developed^[@CR18]^. Vascular amounts and dispersion data from each point of cumulated vascular arrangements were then plotted in a 2D space defined by the percentage of occupied volume *versus* the number of expansion cycles (V/D plot), where a lower number of cycles (i.e. a lower nHv~95%~ value) indicates a better spatial distribution of the vascular tree (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 3Graphical representation of vascular relationships among adjacent classes of caliber-filtered microvessels. (**A**) Eight different 3D vascular samples obtained from four KMS-11 tumor grafts (two z-stacks per tumor; one tumor per animal) were analyzed. Points representing data from increasingly reconstituted vascular trees are united by a segmented line. (**B)** Median representation of the same data: the heavy black line is the median curve obtained by calculating and plotting the median value for each point from all the samples (indicated by letters as in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and then tracing a segmented line. In addition to the median curve, the plot reports in gray the values of the interquartile range 25--75% (IQR) for both dimensions. The large, yellow line in the background represents the straight line fitted from median values. Both plots report on the X-axis the percent volume (V%) occupied by voxels from partially reconstituted vascular trees. Conversely, the Y-axis shows the correspondent spatial dispersion of the signal (nHv~95%~) expressed considering the normalized number of expansion cycles needed to fill 95% of the volume following a rhombicuboctahedral expansion scheme^[@CR18]^.

Linear relationships of cumulated microvascular arrangements {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------------------

Analysis of eight different 3D vascular samples obtained from four KMS-11 tumor grafts (two z-stacks per tumor; one tumor per animal) revealed that the organization of the results relative to each sample follows an unexpected near-linear sloping line (Fig. [3A](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In this sequence, the first left-end point of the line was that relative only to vessels with the largest cross-section area (75--37 µm^2^) whereas all the other points represented the data from intermediate cumulated microvascular arrangements till the last right-end point representing data obtained from the sum of all the vessels considered in the analysis (*i*.*e*. the whole vascular tree formed by vessels with cross-section area equal or lower than 75 µm^2^). For each sample, connection of all microvascular arrangements points resulted in segments very close to a straight line with a limited variability in position and slope between the two z-stacks from the same animal (Fig. [3A](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and among the four tumors analyzed (Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Accordingly, the median curve obtained from the median values of each class of partially reconstituted trees for all the eight samples examined (black dots *plus* interquartile ranges IQR in grey) confirmed the near-linear arrangement of the data with a corresponding linear regression coefficient R^2^ = 0.982 (Fig. [3B](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, only 3 out of the 8 specimen curves representing KMS-11 tumor grafts showed a R^2^ value lower than 0.990, the lowest being 0.955 (Table [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), pointing to a high reproducibility of the observed near-linear organization of data from the different analyzed microvasculatures. Notably, analysis of the vascular trees obtained from three tumor grafts did not revealed any significant change in the near-linear organization of the data or in the slope of the curve after random removal of 5 or 10% of vascular signal. This indicates that artefactual vascular fragmentation (due for example to imperfect sulfo-biotin staining, bleaching of fluorescent signal, digital vessel segmentation and thresholding) does not significantly alter the analysis (Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Altogether, these findings indicate the possibility to represent a micro-angioarchitecture with a near-linear segment that allows describing such a complex arrangement of vessels with only few parameters.

Extrapolation of descriptive parameters from near-linear curves and their biological meanings {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Descriptive parameters aimed at linking geometrical descriptors with explicit biological meanings were extrapolated from the analysis of KMS-11 tumors near-linear curves (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In particular, for each curve we calculated its slope, position of its left-end and right-end points and curve lengths after projection on the two axes of the plot (Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Table 1Biological meanings of near-linear curve-derived descriptive parameters.ParameterDescriptionBiological meaningSlope ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb{R}}$$\end{document}$)shallowShort intervascular distancessteepLong intervascular distancesX/Y coords of left-end pointlow/lowFew large vessels/even dispersionlow/highFew large vessels/uneven dispersionhigh/highAbundant large vessels/uneven dispersionhigh/lowAbundant large vessels/even dispersionX/Y coords of right-end pointlow/lowLow total vessel density/even dispersionlow/highLow total vessel density/uneven dispersionhigh/highHigh total vessel density/uneven dispersionhigh/lowHigh total vessel density/even dispersionX lengthshortDecreased microvascular densitylongIncreased microvascular densityY lengthshortLimited contribution of smaller vessels to the distribution of the total tumor vasculaturelongSignificant contribution of smaller vessels to the distribution of the total tumor vasculature

In this context, the left-end point of the curves provides information about the initial subset of large vessels (cross-section area between 75 and 37 µm^2^), giving a rough description of the initial angioarchitecture supporting microvessel deployment. Thus, for a given angioarchitecture, the position of the left-end point represents both the total percent volume occupied by large vessels as well as an indication on their even or uneven distribution, with consequent effects on capillary deployment. Similarly, the right-end point of the curves provides information about volume and dispersion of the total vascular tree. Furthermore, the length of the projection of the segment on the X-axis pinpoints the percent amount of volume occupied by vessels with a cross-section ≤37 µm^2^. Conversely, the length of the projected segment on the Y-axis outlines the gain in even vascular distribution due to vessels with cross-sections ≤37 µm^2^; thus, longer segments indicate a higher importance of smaller vessels in order to obtain an even vessel dispersion. Finally, segment slope, calculated as the ratio between vascular dispersion in the volume and the amount of vascular signal ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb{R}}$$\end{document}$), represents the intervascular distances (considering at least 95% of the tumor volume) following the "addition" of a unitary % volume of signal from vessels with decreasing calibers. It must be pointed out that the negative slope value is due to the inverse correlation between the plotted parameters. Indeed, the spatial dispersion index nHv~95%~ decreases with the increase of volume permeation, *i*.*e*. when the same vessels are better dispersed in the volume. Thus, this ratio shows the contribution of increasingly smaller vessels in reducing the intervascular distances. Consequently, for a defined angioarchitecture, a flat slope reflects a limited improvement in vessel dispersion throughout the volume in spite of considering new vessels with lower calibers and highlights an increased microvessel density adjacent to vessels with a larger caliber. Conversely, a steeper slope indicates that progressively smaller microvessels markedly improve vessels dispersion in the tissue volume considered, but at the same time reflects a micro-angioarchitecture characterized by fewer and distant neovessels. Note that vessels with lower calibers should not forcibly originate from existing larger vessels, given that they may represent infiltrating vessels generated outside the considered volume.

Quantification of micro-angioarchitectural changes after vascular-targeted treatments {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the capacity of our approach to reflect and quantify changes induced in tumor micro-angioarchitecture by pharmacologic approaches, we analyzed original data obtained from KMS-11 tumors treated with the two anti-angiogenic (AA) agents sorafenib and sunitinib after image re-elaboration according to the new protocol. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} show the median values obtained from the analysis of eight z-stacks obtained from four treated or untreated KMS-11 tumor grafts (two z-stacks per tumor; one tumor per animal). In spite of marked differences among curves, the near-linear relationship observed in untreated tumors was not significantly affected by the different pharmacologic treatments, as confirmed by the analysis of each z-stacks in which near-linear relationships were predominant, as defined by their R^2^ index values (Tables [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Indeed, upon fitting of 32 raw data series from all samples, we observed only three cases with a R^2^ index lower than 0.950, with the lowest being equal to 0.940 (Tables [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Also, a very limited variability of median curves (Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) and single data point position (Table [S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) was observed among animals from the same group of treatment.Figure 4Analysis of micro-angioarchitecture after tumor treatment with vascular-targeted drugs. *Left panel*: median curves obtained from the analysis of eight 3D vascular samples obtained from four treated or untreated KMS-11 tumor grafts (two z-stacks per tumor; one tumor per animal). Median values (dots) and IQR (gray lines) for both percent volume and spatial dispersion are shown for each class of vascular trees. *Right panel*: linear regression curves calculated from the median curves shown in the left panel. (**B--H**) Box and whiskers plots of curve-derived vascular parameters. The boxes extend from the 25th to the 75th percentiles, the lines indicate the median values, and the whiskers indicate the range of values. \*p \< 0.05; \*\*p \< 0.01; \*\*\*p \< 0.001.Table 2Quantification of micro-vascular changes after vascular-targeted treatments.KMS-11 tumorsCtrlSorafenibSunitinibCA-4PR^2^0.9820.9870.9860.979Slope ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Administration of the AA agents sorafenib and sunitinib caused large alterations of the KMS-11 tumor angioarchitecture (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Tables [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Both treatments resulted in average V/D plots showing an upward and leftward shift of the initial left-end point (Fig. [4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a marked loss in vessels with a cross-section between 75 and 37 µm^2^ (Fig. [4B](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and a drop in their even distribution (Fig. [4C](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the data points appeared organized in a steeper linear relationship (Fig. [4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) indicating an increase in intervascular distances (Fig. [4D](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, the length of the X-projection of these curves was markedly shortened, indicating a significant reduction in the amount of all vessels down to the smallest ones (Fig. [4E](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Accordingly, a leftward shift of the final right-end point was observed (Fig. [4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a marked reduction of total vascular density (Fig. [4F](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As to vascular distribution, all data points appeared shifted to higher nHv~95%~ values, pointing to an increased dispersion of all classes of treated vessels when compared to controls (Fig. [4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This occurred despite the higher contribution of smaller vessels to the distribution of the total tumor vasculature, as indicated by the absence of a significant upward shift of the right-end point (Fig. [4A,G](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) paralleled by increased Y-projections length following AA drug treatment (Fig. [4H](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This may reflect the "pruning" activity exerted by AA drugs on the tumor vasculature that leads to "normalization" of the vascular tree^[@CR20],[@CR21]^.

In order to understand whether the micro-angioarchitectural changes observed with sunitinib and sorafenib were related to their anti-angiogenic mechanism of action, we extended our analysis to KMS-11 tumors treated with the vascular disrupting agent CA-4P^[@CR22]^. Vascular disrupting agents exert their anti-vascular activity by shutting down established tumor vessels and inducing tumor hemorrhagic necrosis downstream the damaged vessels^[@CR23],[@CR24]^. Thus, at variance with anti-angiogenic treatments that inhibit new vessels formation, a short-term CA-4P treatment is not expected to perturb significantly the tumor micro-angioarchitecture. Accordingly, analysis of CA-4P-treated tumors revealed a V/D curve very close to that of controls (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, Tables [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

To further assess the power of our 3D analysis to discriminate treatment-specific microvascular changes, we applied it to eight different 3D vascular samples obtained from two CD34−TRAIL^+^ cells-treated KMS-11 tumor grafts (Fig. [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, Table [S6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In a previous study, using the same KMS-11 tumor model, we have demonstrated that human CD34^+^ cells engineered to express membrane-bound TRAIL (CD34−TRAIL^+^ cells) target not only tumor cells, but also tumor vasculature^[@CR25]^. Indeed, CD34−TRAIL^+^ cells treatment induces apoptosis of TRAIL-R2 expressing tumor endothelial cells causing a significant reduction of vascular density and perturbing tumor vascular network^[@CR25],[@CR26]^. Preliminary data obtained by our novel 3D vascular analysis showed a substantial linearity for V/D plots (Fig. [S3A](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), with a R^2^ index equal to 0.994 for the fitted median curve (Table [S6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The representative CD34−TRAIL^+^ median curve positioned the new treatment halfway between AA drug-treated and control KMS-11 tumors (Fig. [S3A](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Analysis of V/D plots did not show any significant shift of the initial left-end point (Fig. [S3A](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), indicating CD34−TRAIL^+^ cells treatment did not perturb vessels with a cross-section between 75 and 37 µm^2^ (Fig. [S3B,C](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In contrast, a significant increase in the steepness of the slope was observed after treatment with CD34−TRAIL^+^ cells (Fig. [S3A](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) indicating increased intervascular distance compared to controls (Fig. [S3D](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Accordingly, a significant reduction in the projection of the data interval on the X-axis and a leftward shift of the right-end point were observed (Fig. [S3A](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), pointing to a reduced total microvessel density after CD34−TRAIL^+^ cell treatment (Fig. [S3E,F](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). At variance with AA treatments, CD34−TRAIL^+^ cells did not significantly modify signal dispersion, producing only a slight upward shift of the right-end point (Fig. [S3A,G](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) as well as a slight increase in the Y-projection of the data interval (Fig. [S3H](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). These data show a clear effect of CD34−TRAIL^+^ cells treatment on the amount of smallest tumor vessels, distinct from that exerted by AA drug treatments on tumor angioarchitecture. Altogether, these findings suggest that our analysis may allow to discriminate efficiently among different treatment-specific micro-vascular changes.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

The possibility to describe the complex spatial evolution of an angioarchitecture with only few parameters may represent an important point in the comparison of vascular changes among different physio-pathological states of a given tissue, including solid tumors. Unfortunately, the efforts to reach this goal have been so far frustrated by the difficulties in recapitulating the 3D arrangement of blood vessels, also because of the overwhelming amount of details that could be taken into consideration.

Up to now the angioarchitecture of a tissue is usually inferred after consideration of basic morphological parameters of the digitalized vessels, segmented after an object recognition step^[@CR27]^ followed, or not, by vessel skeletonization^[@CR28],[@CR29]^. Following these approaches, it is possible to calculate the microvascular density (MVD) of a tissue^[@CR5]^, the lengths and branches of recognized vessels^[@CR30]^, together with their caliber and tortuousity^[@CR27],[@CR31]^ as well as their orientations, if 3D information are available. All these parameters concur to define the analyzed architecture but are difficult to be considered as a whole. Similarly, it is difficult to appreciate the meaning of their co-ordinated changes even when comparing related micro-angioarchitectures.

Various authors have considered unifying criteria to classify micro-angioarchitectures both at 2D or 3D level. For instance, the calculus of the fractal dimension^[@CR9]^ has been extensively applied to this purpose^[@CR10],[@CR32]^. More elaborated applications are those based on multifractal analysis^[@CR33]--[@CR35]^ which could pinpoint the differences between normal or altered vascular trees in pathologic retina or cerebral tissues. However, fractal analyses do not help to unravel the spatial relationships between vessels of close calibers, nor drive the analyst to presume the state of their connections.

Imaging techniques like MRA and acoustic angiography have allowed a quantitative evaluation of the angioarchitecture of experimental and human tumors that, however, is limited to vessels ≥150 μm in diameter. Thus, even though these techniques may provide important information about the tumor vasculature during progression of the disease or therapy, they do not allow the analysis of the architecture of tumor microvessels^[@CR11]--[@CR15]^.

In this paper we report the observation that the angioarchitecture of tumor vascular trees involving microvessels with an approximate cross-section lower than 75 µm^2^ detected by sulfo-biotin staining of human multiple myeloma KMS-11 tumor xenografts in mice can be summarized in near-straight segments by plotting an elaboration of their percent amount of vascular signals *versus* their 3D dispersion. This novel approach originated a graphical "signature", or fingerprint, of the micro-angioarchitecture under analysis. Signal voxels were classified as belonging to vessels of a defined caliber and were analyzed according to this parameter, taking into account their spatial relationships with cognate signals from vessels with smaller calibers. At variance with our previous approach^[@CR18]^, now we took into consideration the amounts and dispersions of progressively cumulated groups of vessels characterized by decreasing cross-sections rather than restricting the analysis to individual classes of vessels described independently from each other.

Unexpectedly, we found that the ratio between vascular dispersion in the volume and the amount of vascular signal ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb{R}}$$\end{document}$) in multiple myeloma KMS-11 tumor xenografts was approximately constant when considering functional vessels with progressively lower calibers. This allowed the graphical representation of the micro-angioarchitecture of the tumor lesion as a straight line characterized by its position in the quadrant of the Cartesian plane, slope and projections on the X and Y-axes. Notably, these parameters varied as a function of the experimental therapeutic approaches herewith described and characterized by specific modifications of the tumor microvascular tree. As a further point, our approach had the advantage to convey precise quantitative indications on tumor angioarchitecture. In particular, the slope of the representative segment can be thought as a projection of how many vessels of immediately lower caliber were present in the tumor sample and their proximity to those with higher caliber. A steeper slope would reflect a micro-angioarchitecture characterized by fewer and distant neovessels, whereas a shallow slope would reflect the presence of a denser distribution of microvessels adjacent to those with a larger caliber. Thus, the slope of the near-linear relationship between vascular dispersion in the volume and the amount of vascular signal (parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb{R}}$$\end{document}$) can be thought as indicative of the angiogenic status of the vascular tree, with steeper segments representing poorer angiogenic trees.

To assess the capacity of our approach to describe quantitatively the changes induced in tumor micro-angioarchitecture by pharmacologic approaches, we analyzed KMS-11 tumor grafts treated with the two AA agents sorafenib and sunitinib^[@CR18]^. As stated above, drug treatment did not affect significantly the linearity of the relationship between vascular dispersion in the volume and the amount of vascular signal. However, sorafenib and sunitinib exerted a different impact on the parameters describing such relationship, in line with previous observations about their impact on tumor vascularization^[@CR36]--[@CR38]^. In fact, analysis of the V/D plots indicates that administration of the two AA agents causes significant alterations of KMS-11 tumour vascularization^[@CR39]^. Notably, the analysis showed a limited inter- and intra-tumor variability when applied on untreated as well as AA drug-treated lesions.

In keeping with our observations, recent experiments performed on human renal cell carcinoma xenografts in mice have shown that ultrasound vascular imaging can detect early alterations of tumor vasculature following treatment with sunitinib *plus* Notch inhibition with a resolution of approximately 500 μm^[@CR40]^. Together, these data indicate the possibility that different, complementary approaches can be used to assess the early effects of anti-angiogenic therapies on both tumor macro and micro-vasculature.

To further assess the capacity of our model to depict changes in tumor vascularization, we investigated the micro-angioarchitectural modifications occurring in KMS-11 lesions following the administration of CD34^+^ cells engineered to express membrane-bound TRAIL (CD34−TRAIL^+^ cells)^[@CR25]^. This treatment exerts proapoptotic effects both in tumor cells and tumor endothelial cells^[@CR25],[@CR26]^. To this respect, a preliminary analysis of the vascular trees performed on a limited number of tumor grafts showed a clear effect of a short-term CD34−TRAIL^+^ cells treatment on the amount of the smallest tumor vessels, distinct from that exerted by AA drug treatments on tumor angioarchitecture, thus suggesting a specific action of these cytotoxic cells on the deployment of tumor vessels^[@CR41]^.

The possibility to quantify the characteristics of a micro-angioarchitecture opens the way to the quantitative analysis of the pharmacologic effects of anti-tumoral agents on tumor vascular trees. From a translational point of view, this type of analysis might be performed on vascular marker-immunostained human tumor specimens to monitor micro-angioarchitectural changes during adjuvant or neoadjuvant anti-tumor therapies and, possibly, to correlate micro-vascular modifications with therapeutic outcome and prognosis. In addition, this approach might be applied in different pathological conditions in which the tissue microvasculature, and its response to therapy, may play an important role. To this regard, a preliminary analysis performed on a genetic murine model of the human neurodegenerative Krabbe disease^[@CR42],[@CR43]^ has highlighted significant differences in the micro-angioarchitecture of the brain cortex of affected mice when compared to control animals (M. Righi, unpublished observation), confirming the capability of this analytical approach to discriminate normal from pathological tissues.

In conclusion, the procedure herewith described demonstrates the possibility to analyze and quantify the 3D features of the micro-angioarchitecture of human tumor xenografts in mice. Further studies are required to assess whether this approach will allow the analysis of the microvascular tree in human tumor specimens at different stages of tumor progression or after therapeutic interventions. The possibility to describe the complex arrangement of tissue microvessels with few quantitative parameters might have significant diagnostic and prognostic implications in cancer as well as in physio-pathological settings other than tumors.

Materials and Methods {#Sec8}
=====================

Ethics Statement and animal treatments {#Sec9}
--------------------------------------

The animal experiments were performed according to EU 86/109 Directive (D.L. 116/92 and following additions) and were approved by the institutional Ethical Committee for Animal Experimentation of the Humanitas Clinical and Research Center. Mice were housed under standard laboratory conditions according to our institutional guidelines.

In compliance with the 3-Rs recommendation^[@CR44]^, most of the data utilized in this work originate from previously acquired images from multiple myeloma KMS-11 xenografts in control or treated mice^[@CR18]^ without the use of new animals. Briefly, human multiple myeloma KMS-11 cells (5 × 10^6^ cells/mouse) were inoculated subcutaneously in the left flank of each mouse. When tumors were palpable (usually 10--12 days after tumor inoculation), they showed a diameter of 7--10 mm with a weight of 0.210 ± 0.070 g on average. Then mice were randomly assigned to receive a 5-day course of either intraperitoneal (IP) sorafenib (90 mg/kg/day) or oral sunitinib (40 mg/kg/day) or were subjected to a single IP injection of 50 mg/kg combretastatin-A4-phosphate (CA4P) 72 hours before euthanasia. In these conditions, vessels were already formed and could be targeted by the anti-vascular agent. At the same time, tumors were still growing, and tumor angiogenesis was still an active process that could be inhibited by anti-angiogenic agents.

When a new analysis was performed on KMS-11 xenografts in CD34−TRAIL^+^ cell-treated mice, tumors were obtained as above described and mice received PBS or one intravenous injection of CD34−TRAIL^**+**^ cells (3 × 10^6^ cells/mouse) 72 hours before euthanasia.

Just before sacrifice, animals were injected with sulfo-biotin^[@CR25]^ and biotinylated tumors were excised and processed for microscopy analysis as previously described^[@CR18]^.

Vascular images and vessel classification by projected cross-sections {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

For each experimental condition, we analyzed eight different 3D vascular samples (z-stacks) obtained from four KMS-11 tumor grafts (two z-stacks per tumor; one tumor per animal). Images from 100 μm thick tumor sections were acquired as z-series at 1.0 µm distance using a confocal microscope with a 40x oil immersion objective. Then, images were pre-processed and transformed to binary vascular stacks as described^[@CR18]^. Binary isotropic stacks were filtered and hollow vessels filled as already reported in order to classify input binary voxels in different classes of calibers. This step was performed according to the minimum dimension of the cross-sections passing through each voxel along the three Cartesian planes following the procedure and using ImageJ scripts as described^[@CR18]^.

Construction of progressively reconstituted vascular trees according to projected vascular cross-sections {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The availability of collections of binary stacks classified according to decreasing projected vascular cross-sections was a prerequisite in order to obtain a set of progressively reconstituted vascular trees. For each sample, the initial seed stack from larger vessels (with approximated 75--37 µm^2^ cross-sections) was combined with its immediate lower neighbor in terms of vascular calibers, to obtain the sum of signal voxels (black voxels) for two close classes of vessels. Then, this new stack was fused with a 3rd carrying information from the next lower class of caliber-filtered vessels and the procedure reiterated until we obtained a set of 7 partially reconstituted vascular trees carrying information from 1 to 7 stacks down to the smallest vessels. This approach produced partially reconstituted vascular trees that, given the dimensions of the isotropic voxel (0.54 µm), grouped vessels with projected cross-sections from 74.6 µm^2^ down to 37.3, 18.6, 9.33, 4.67, 2.33, 1.17 and 0 µm^2^. Given the large number of samples involved, we wrote an ImageJ script (see Supplementary Material Script [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) to automate the process and to obtain the sets of partially reconstituted vascular trees described in the present work.

Analysis of percent volume and spatial distribution of the reconstituted vascular trees {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The percent vascular volume of a sample (V%) was calculated as the percent ratio of all black voxels to the total voxels of the volume, obtaining an adimensional value as in Righi *et al*.^[@CR18]^. Similarly, we used the same ImageJ plugin described in^[@CR18]^ to calculate the normalized Halo Index (nHv~95%~) as a measure of euclidean distances (spatial dispersion), according to our published rhombicubocthaedral dilation protocol. In this last case, we expressed the result obtained in cycles, *i*.*e*. the normalized number of expansion cycles needed to fill up 95% of the volume. Normalization was carried out calculating, for each sample, the number of initial cycles needed to reach the greatest initial volume observed among all the volumes to be analyzed. This sample-specific value was then subtracted from the raw total number of cycles, thus obtaining the normalized index.

To group results from samples subjected to a similar treatment, we preferred to express the data as median values rather than mean values because of their intrinsic robustness as estimators and because our spatial dispersion values are not necessarily additive. Consequently, we used interquartile range 25--75% (IQR) for both V% and nHv~95%~ values to summarize data from each group of 8 partially reconstituted vascular trees. These results were then plotted in a 2-D Volume/Spatial Dispersion plot (V/D plot) and connected together to obtain the median curve for that treatment. The median curves were fitted with straight lines and characterized in terms of slope, XY coordinates of their first left-end point, and lengths upon projection on the X- and Y- axes. Slope was represented using the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb{R}}$$\end{document}$ defined as the ratio between vascular dispersion in the volume (nHv~95%~) and the amount of vascular signal (V%). Projected lengths of median curves were obtained by evaluating the median value of projected sample curves.

Software and statistical analyses {#Sec13}
---------------------------------

All image analyses were performed using the NIH program ImageJ v. 1.48 v in the 64 bit version run on an Apple MacPro computer equipped with a 2.8 GHz Quad-Core Intel Xeon processor. Most of the macro and plugin used in this study were already published, and are available at 10.5061/dryad.6c44q. The script used to build cumulated sections is detailed as Script S1 whereas random depletion of the vascular signal was obtained by applying a custom routine as detailed in Script S2 in the supplementary material section.

Statistical analyses were performed using the statistical package Prism 7 (GraphPad Software) run on a Macintosh Pro personal computer (Apple Computers). Student's t test for unpaired data (2-tailed) was used to test the probability of significant differences between two groups of samples. For more than two groups of samples, data were statistically analyzed with a 1-way analysis of variance, and individual group comparisons were evaluated by the Bonferroni multiple comparison test. Differences were considered significant when p \< 0.05.

Similarly, data series or median curves were fitted using the non-linear fitting tool of the same program choosing straight line as the model of fitting. With this tool, we calculated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb{R}}$$\end{document}$ (slope) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) of slope as well as R^2^.
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